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The office todd packer script

Home › TV quotes › The Office I am a theatrical person. Growing up I always thought I'd become an actor, because, I have these memorization tricks that I use. For example, I learned the Pledge of the Covenant by singing it to the tune of Old Macdonald: I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America / And to the republic for which it stands, a
nation under God. With a woof woof here and a woof of it, here's a woof, there's a woof, anywhere a woof woof. A Thought &amp; Expression Co. Terms of Use • Meta • Privacy Statement • © 2021 The Thought &amp; Expression Company, LLC. All rights reserved. If you believe that a content on the site infringes your copyright, please notify us by email
support@quotecatalog.com. Your policy should include (a) a description of the copyrighted work that was breached at the time; (b) the URL where the site content is supposedly in violation; (c) full name, postal address, telephone number and e-mail address; (d) a statement that you are convinced in good faith that the use of the material allegedly in violation
on our Sites is not authorized; and physical or electronic signature; and (f) a statement that you are the copyright owner or authorized agent of the copyright owner. Basildon, October 12, 1970 (age 50), Basildon, President of Special Projects at Sabre (ex)Special Projects Manager (ex)Dunder Mifflin Branch Manager (formerly) SabreDunder Mifflin Scranton
Helen Nellie Bertram, played by Catherine Tate, is a fictional character appearing on the American television series The Office. She is shown as a roughly, rude, irrational and professionally/socially inept woman. However, despite all its shortcomings, it is also ambitious and opportunistic, applying for jobs for which it is often not qualified. Although it is difficult
to get used to, Nellie eventually proves to be very friendly with her colleagues, and generally on good terms with most of them, with the well-known exception of Andy Bernard, who had a bitter resentment towards him for stealing his work. Nellie was born in the working-class town of Basildon, England, where he grew up in poverty. Until the age of 32, he
spoke with a damn hideous cockney accent. She seems to be religious, as she said she attends church. He claims to have once had a one-night stand with Hugh Grant's older brother, John Grant, an act he claims to have completed with sheer willpower (it's most likely a lie as Hugh Grant doesn't have an older brother named John). She had a long-term
relationship with a stage magician, only to suddenly leave her for a waitress and disappear from her life. His philosophy in business is whether the seat is open, the work is open, a motto that had led her to briefly race a Formula One car (for what were the three slowest laps ever He openly admits his shortcomings, such as having little formal education, no
real skills, and a lack of motivation. Despite her outwardly harsh appearance, Nellie seems to be quite vulnerable. Her huge credit card debt implies she's a shopaholic. In addition, it is implied that he suffers from depression and loneliness, with his transfer from England to the United States aggravating him. In response, he attempted (and ultimately failed) to
adopt a child. In the show's finale, however, she adopts the baby Ryan gave up for a new life with Kelly. He shares a mutual acquaintance with Sabre's CEO, Jo Bennett. Season 7 Nellie made her Search Committee debut, interviewing for the position of Regional Manager at Dunder's Mifflin Scranton branch, but during her interview, she proved sadly inept
about the position. It suggests that all position titles be removed from the office, only to immediately change your mind and say that there should be more titles. It also suggests a Zen office without desks and a masseuse named Sockee. Later, in an interview with his spoken head, he claims to believe he will get the job, due to his friendship and
recommendation from jo. Season 8 Di Nellie reappears in the episode Tallahassee where she explains that Jo hired her as president of Sabre's special projects after Bertram suggested the idea for a sabre chain of stores. Nellie Bertram Tallahassee In After Hours, Dwight and Packer compete to seduce Nellie after work at the hotel bar, in order to become
Vice President of Sabre Retail. Dwight wins after Gabe beats Packer's beer with an asthma inhaler, but doesn't end up letting Nellie into his room. In Test the Store, after Dwight successfully opened Sabre's first store, Nellie named him vice president. On Last Day in Florida, Dwight is supplanted by Packer, just in time for Packer to be fired when Robert
California closes the retail effort. In Get the Girl, after the sabre store failed, Nellie goes to the Scranton branch, and decides that, with Andy absent (in Florida, declaring her love for Erin), time is perfect for her to take her job. Her goofy enthusiasm and undated plan to give everyone increases eventually win over most of the office, but Jim is clearly against
her, with Robert California unable to oppose her and take a detached Darwinian view of her antics. In Angry Andy, when Andy finally returns from his successful quest to win Erin's heart, Nellie simply refuses to leave the office, and California refuses to let her go. During the episode, Andy becomes so which eventually convinces the CEO to demote and then
fire him, leaving Nellie as the branch's official director. In Free Family Portrait Studio, Andy is again appointed Regional Manager, Manager, David Wallace bought Dunder Mifflin from Sabre with the $20 million he earned by selling an invention of the toy vacuum to the U.S. Army. Nellie begs him to show kindness, and Andy decides to hire her as head of
special projects. Manager Nellie Get The Girl Nellie made a mixed impression on the staff at the Scranton branch, with some of them won over by her ridiculous promise of untraceable wage increases, and others, notably Jim and Darryl, looking at her as unpleasant and uneassurable. However, in the fundraising episode, Nellie attempts to make friends with
Darryl, and they seem to bond a bit when she buys them tacos, a food she has never heard of or tried before. Darryl then realizes, after seeing his struggle with the mechanisms of consuming one, that he is really trying to be kind and socialize with his employees. In Turf War, Pam discovers many of Nellie's personal problems and decides to be kinder to her,
establishing a friendly conversation. Nellie reveals to the crew that she is deeply moved to have a real friend inside the office. In Free Family Portrait Studio, Nellie trusts Andy when he comes to beg for a job and she gives him the janitor job. He is later at the meeting when the staff cares for Andy's well-being and she calls Gabe Skeleton Man when he arrives
urging the others to wish him a happy birthday. When she is later forced to leave the manager's chair by David Wallace, she appeals to andy's finest side citing Shakespeare and Andy takes pity on her and assigns her to Special Projects Manager. Season 9 After Sabre's liquidation, Nellie, with her new assigned position as Special Projects Manager, settles
into Andy's old desk. Nellie expresses anxiety the day Andy returns from her leadership camp knowing he might be angry, she's still there. When Andy wonders why she's still there, Nellie pretends andy asked her how she was responding wonderfully! Andy later invites her to her office and tells her that their relationship will be very bad. In a slackline race,
Andy embarrasses Nellie by pushing her off the line the moment she gets a good balance. Andy later puts recycling bins around Nellie's desk so that when people throw away the trash, they point to Nellie. Staying strong and positive, Nellie insists that they are just trying to recycle but have a terrible goal. (New boys) Nellie attends Pam's work wheel meeting
and cheers along with the rest of the office as each staff member spins. Nellie later decides to start a special project that knows Andy can't take down - a charity initiative. The they start doing well until Dwight expresses his belief that there is no evidence that charities actually work. When Nellie forces him to choose a charity, Dwight decides to choose the
Taliban. Nellie believes have to stop her project so that Dwight won't donate to it, but she has an idea. She had Dwight sign a contract saying he's going to respect Taliban law, but she prints it out with a silly character so Dwight doesn't take it seriously. He then steals one of Dwight's pens and reminds him that under Taliban law, a thief must have his hand
cut off, then puts his hand on a cutting block and gives Dwight a cleaver. The two spend the rest of the day in the vacation room while Dwight takes his time preparing himself - deep down, they both know Dwight won't. In the end, Darryl takes a laptop for the two to watch 127 Hours, a recognizable film that will distance Nellie and Dwight from the idea of
cutting hands. (Roy's Wedding) Andy insesses Nellie in the search for his ancestors and comes across the discovery that Andy is related to Michelle Obama. Pam later takes Nellie to the driver's seat in preparation for the driver's license test. While driving, Nellie confesses to Pam that she has insated the fact that Andy is related to Michelle Obama and has
done so to joke with him. Pam finds it fun and you start to like Nellie. Andy later gets angry when people say that the fact that he is related to someone of African American origin probably means that his ancestors were slave owners. Send messages to Nellie to dig up dirt on all the ancestors of the office pam and nellie most made. Upon their return to the
office, Nellie reveals her latest idea of a special project for Pam to paint a mural on the wall of the warehouse. She later encourages Pam to confront Jim about his relationship even though he is not the one he hides. He tells the cameras that he intends to fix it with a Filipino man. After a brief misunderstanding with Darryl about Jim's secret, Nellie appears
annoyed by Pam when she does me with Jim. (Andy's ancestry) Wanting to realize her dream of adopting a child, Nellie goes to Andy and asks him if he can help her by signing a letter to the adoption agency, but with their past history, Andy is in no way helpful. With the office closed due to the messy insulation, Dwight orders a work bus that everyone can
work on for the time being. On the bus, Nellie entrusts Erin with the help with her adoption agency letter while Erin was once for adoption. With Erin's help, Nellie tries to persuade Andy to sign the letter. He rejected her again, telling her how terrible the letter is and how her dream of adopting a child will never come true. This upsets Erin more than Nellie does
and Nellie comforts Erin. Andy feels sick about it and later revises the letter, reluctantly stating that Nellie really cares, signs it and gives it to her. Nellie seems touched by Gesture. (Work bus) Nellie dresses up as Toby and makes Pam guess her costume. He later worries when Dwight discovers a pill on the floor that is used to treat anxiety and and that the
person who takes it is unbalanced. Nellie doesn't want to admit that the pill is hers and decides to help Dwight find the person he belongs to as well. Toby later realizes that she is dressed like him and he seems to try to kiss her, however, Nellie rejects him. Dwight later believes meredith is the one who uses the pill and catches it with his butterfly net. In
response, Nellie admits it's her pill. He tells Dwight that he has a small anxiety problem and wonders if Dwight might even require some of these pills. Toby later approaches her desk with flowers in her hand, but when she sees Nellie take off her wig, Toby seems to realize that she only developed a liking for her because she was dressed like him. (Here
comes the treble) Nellie is recruited to help make a joke about Dwight by Jim when Dwight believes he will be interviewed on Dunder Mifflin on a radio show. Nellie plays the interviewer Iris Black and does so with an American accent. Interview Pam who plays an expert and talks about how the paper is extremely dangerous. Nellie also manages to convince
Dwight that the metal on his clothes is causing a bad connection and convinces him to take off his clothes. Nellie later pranks Dwight by pretending to tell a scene in which David Wallace went crazy due to the company's failure and kidnapped a mailman and the police surrounded his house. Nellie and the rest of the staff seem concerned when Dwight calls
David Wallace to ask him to let go of the mailman. She and the others are relieved when David dismisses his call as nonsense, and later applauds Dwight when he returns to the fence. (The boat) When Nellie learns how horrible Dwight is with female clients, she notes that it could be a problem as Dwight has to land a huge client who has a female CEO. She
and the other women in the office are recruited to try to train Dwight to deal better with female clients. When she tries to play a client, the gruesome bobbing trick of Dwight's head makes her feel like she has nightmares. He later wonders if Dwight ever killed women, and asks him not to kill her. (The Whale) Nellie looks with many other office members as
Pete reads customer complaints from the cards he has to arrange, but instead creates a card tower with them. While reading a complaint that Darryl accidentally called a client while having sex, Nellie teases Darryl - Darryl reveals in a talking head that he was actually eating spaghetti. Nellie and the others later yell at Kevin when he knocks down the card
tower, but Pete tells everyone to calm down while everyone in the room except Pam has had a who complained about them. Pam decides to break that record by purposely calling a customer and abusing them. Nellie tells Pam just before she calls: You can do this Pam, you can fail, I see a failure You! Pete then uses the complaint card to complete the tower
and Nellie can be seen in the group photo with everyone around it. (The target) Nellie was in the kitchen with some of the office staff when she heard Toby tell his story from when he was on the Jury of the Scranton Strangler. While everyone is bored with this, Nellie is the only one who seems genuinely interested. When Toby starts telling him, he quickly
becomes bored. She tries to leave several times while noting that everyone is having fun at the Christmas party outside, but Toby keeps her there. In the end, Nellie shuts him up by putting a finger over his mouth and telling him to stop talking. Toby then asks We're going to kiss? Nellie seems stunned by this question, but eventually answers with Yes as the
two begin to understand. (Dwight's Christmas) With a lice infestation taking over the office, Nellie finds himself one of only four (the others being Darryl, Phyllis and Kevin) who have no lice as Dwight orders them to move to the warehouse. When Darryl tells them that he recently broke up with his girlfriend, Val, Nellie and the others become determined to get
Val to take over Darryl, unaware of them that Darryl wanted to break up with Val so that he can be free to join Jim's company in Philadelphia. When everyone offers advice on why Val should return with Darryl, Nellie talks about how through a series of tragic and embarrassing events to bring him back (he seems to speak from his past experiences). Val
decides that they are right as he reconciles with Darryl, much to Darryl's dismay. (Lice) With the acquisition by the office of a new espresso producer, Nellie and the staff begin to try all the different flavors. After trying all the flavors, she and everyone else become very hyper and begin to move the photocopier and tear the carpet. (Tute Warehouse) Nellie
assigns Pete and Erin to work together on a special project to create a Facebook page for Dunder Mifflin. She is impressed with their work, but realizes that the two are fond of each other despite Erin still having an affair with Andy. She worries about being responsible as she set them up together and tries to fix it because of Andy who wrote that letter of
recommendation to the adoption agency for her. During a customer loyalty meeting, Nellie tries to suggest to Erin that she is still dating Andy and not having an affair with Pete. She manages to do so while Erin feels embarrassed when everyone realizes who she's referring to and everyone starts comparing Pete and Andy. Erin tells everyone that she's still
dating Andy and that she and Pete are just friends she agrees with. While Nellie is happy to have the problem, Toby later cites several examples of how Andy mistreated Erin in the past, and shows how their relationship and Toby, that is) is nothing like that while Nellie suddenly remembers kissing Toby during the Christmas party. Nellie later notes that Pete
and Erin are very formal with each other and seem sad that they can no longer speak without others judging them. Nellie feels guilty and decides to re-establish the youth task force so that they can continue to talk to each other. Later at her desk, Nellie appears confused and uncomfortable when Toby approaches behind her and begins to give her a shoulder
massage. (Customer loyalty) Nellie and the others express concern when the recurring ones Dwight introduces for the Junior Salesmen position are all strange. Nellie describes them as monsters. (Junior Seller) When Pam's mural is vandalized, she takes Dwight and Nellie to help her find the warehouse worker who did it. After unsuccessful attempts to
deduce the culprit, the trio interrogate Nate who breaks easily and reveals that the vandal is Frank. (Vandalism) After realizing that Andy will return from the three-month break, the office decides to spend the last day without a partying boss. They decide to go to the mall and take advantage of a discount for couples by pairing with another employee; Nellie
and Clark mate. At the beauty salon, one of the manicurists begins to laugh that Clark's long hair makes him look like a girl and Nellie also begins to tease him. Clark then tells the manager that they are not a couple and to charge the full price. Nellie then tells the cameras that she can't even keep a fake boyfriend. When Andy comes back early and starts
causing problems at the office, everyone considers saying it to David Wallace. Nellie, however, doesn't want to be the one who tells her. (Couples discount) Toby is still trying to please Nellie and decides to talk to her more about the Scranton Strangler as that's what they were talking about during the Christmas party when she kissed him. He tells her how
he's thinking of sending him a letter admitting he believes he can be innocent. With this, Nellie gets annoyed and tells Toby to stop talking about it and do it. This prompts Toby not only to write a letter, but in order to impress her, and against Darryl's advice, to visit him in prison. However, Scranton's Strangler attacks Toby and Toby is led out of prison by
doctors, in a cast around his neck. Nellie takes him home and tells Toby that she can finally be sure that the man they captured is the Scranton Strangler, and admits that she is impressed that Toby actually met him. (Go on) With the death of his aunt, Dwight goes around throwing dirt into people's faces, the color of dirt he represents if he wants to the person
attends the funeral or leaves him alone. Since only Oscar is invited, it can be assumed that Dwight threw black dirt in Nellie's face. When Todd Packer shows up at the office for For all his wrongdoing, Nellie and some other office staff members are willing to accept his apology when offering them cupcakes. Nellie admits that technically he fired him. She and
the other staff (except Pam) later eat their cupcakes, which they all find laced with drugs. (The farm) When the office staff sees the promotions for the documentary coming up, everyone looks on with excitement. When Michael Scott appears, Nellie appears confused as to who he is since the two never met. She and the rest of the staff worry when they learn
how many footage the crew actually got. Nellie admits that she intentionally sneezed into the candy bowl when she originally entered the office because according to her, I thought I'd have more screen time as a villain. Meanwhile, Andy spends the day arguing with people online about whether or not he's good at banjo with someone who taunts him with
childish slurs. The person turns out to be Nellie. (Promotions) When Nellie discovers that Pam and Jim receive couple counseling, she is very shocked and points out that this is the only type of counselling she has never had. Pam tells her why her marriage to Jim is not doing so well because of her work in Philadelphia. Meanwhile, Toby has a similar



conversation with Jim. Nellie and Toby later meet in the kitchen and talk to each other about what Pam and Jim had told them. (Stairmageddon) During the office's paper airplane race, Nellie is the referee. However, forget to tell the office staff that there is a $2000 prize for whoever wins, angering most people. He later confronts Dwight's complaint that Kevin
didn't bend his plane and she forces him to do his own. Dwight keeps winning the race. (Paper airplane) When Nellie learns that Andy plans to quit his job to continue his acting career, Nellie tries to get him out. Andy, however, does not listen and leaves anyway. (Livin' the Dream) Nellie and the other staff can choose the last thing to do with Darryl before
leaving for his new job. They conclude that they want to dance with him. He later goes with the office to a bar to watch the documentary and watches it as he appears very interested. (A.A.R.M.) Some time after the documentary ended, Nellie left Dunder Mifflin and moved to Poland. He later returns to Scranton to attend the documentary cast meeting on the
same weekend as Dwight and Angela's wedding. She also attends Angela's bachelorette party. At Dwight and Angela's wedding reception, Ryan abandons his baby with Ravi so he can escape with Kelly. Nellie decides she's going to keep it, getting his chance to adopt a child. She is last seen smiling at the camera and cuddling up to the child who tells the
documentary crew: If Ryan wants his baby back, please tell him where Me. We're going to be somewhere in Europe. (Final) Appearances Central Episodes Curiosity
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